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The digitization of science.    
Remarks on the alteration of academic practice

Leif Kramp

Abstract

Digitization changes academic practice fundamentally: With the prolifera-
tion of the Internet, the exhaustive expansion of broadband networks and the 
implementation of efficient transmission, storage and analysis technologies, 
research and development, teaching and studying have already undergone a 
profound transformation process. Empirical research can be conducted more 
effectively and efficiently than ever: using digital technology, complex study 
designs can be implemented quickly and collaboratively. The analysis of ‘big 
data’, visualization techniques, globally coordinated research projects: Here, 
digitization undoubtedly enriches academic practice. Also in the field of teach-
ing and learning, digitization offers assistance, e.g. in the form of e-learning 
features, and enables the implementation of new forms of communication. On 
the other hand, E-Publishing has already changed the perception of science 
and the way scholars communicate among each other and the public. The fol-
lowing remarks focus on some profound alterations in academic practice that 
can be attributed to the impact of digitization, and have consequences – among 
others – for the career opportunities of young scholars, but also downsides that 
threaten academic integrity. 

Keywords: digitization, mediatization, transformation, data security, science 
communication, plagiarism
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1. Levels of alteration

The primary task of science can be described as to create, to examine and 
disseminate knowledge through theoretical and empirical research as well as 
critical academic discourse. Science is responsible for societal progress, es-
pecially in education, via its research insights and its scientific-technological 
innovations. Thereby, science is indeed an independent socio-cultural field and 
a functional system that is indispensable for modern society. However, it will 
also always be an integral part of society, and is therefore subject to specific 
imperatives, which can be both of regulatory origin, such as with regard to 
science policy, but also, for example, of a technological nature. 

Nowadays, digital technologies are crucial for generating and communi-
cating knowledge and scientific insights, not because technology has changed 
science per se, but because the actors involved – the researchers and teachers 
themselves – transform their field of action by the use of digital technologies 
which they use intentionally or unintentionally for their academic practices. 
Here, science takes over a significant interface function both as an observer, 
commentator and an authority that offers orientation and fulfills the role of 
an innovation driver. Science does not only use digital technologies, but also 
developed them (further). Not only Earth and Space can be measured and un-
derstood more comprehensively with innovative technologies, even man with 
his body and acting becomes more and more a quantifiable individual. When 
research is done for example in medicine, production technology or comput-
er science with the help of digital technologies, these research endeavours in 
turn provide important insights for the further development and fine-tuning of 
processes and technologies. Science in universities and industry is a key driving 
force for technological progress, whether in the development of digital storage 
standards (from the MP3 audio file format and the GeoPDF format that is used in 
cartography and geodesy to Web Archive Format WARC), or with face recogni-
tion or data security, to name just a few of countless examples. Not coincidentally, 
the Internet itself derived from a scientific networking project – the ARPA-NET.

Even in the social sciences and humanities, the digital is rated high as a 
subject matter and research tool. In the Digital Humanities for example, in-
novative mapping technology helps to apprehend how Homer had rembered 
his famous and extensive catalogue of ships for his mammoth work “Iliad” 
through a mental itinerary. Moreover, civil engineering and architectural re-
searchers together with historians reconstruct historical cities in the form of 
digital city models that promise new insights into the urban life of preced-
ing centuries. In its digitized form, the cultural fundus becomes usable and 
analysable with automated procedures in all its complexity. This offers new 
research potentials. Even those who nowadays want to explore the transfor-
mation of social relations cannot ignore the digital as it is common by now to 
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interact socially through social network services (e.g. Facebook, Google+), 
short message services (e.g. Whatsapp, Twitter), but also on dating portals, on-
line forums and through other digital forms of communitization (cf. van Dijk, 
2006; Hepp/Berg/Roitsch, 2014).

Schäfer (2014) speaks not of the digitization, but of a mediatization of 
science, which is not confined to the field of media and communication stud-
ies, but changes communication in all disciplinary fields and niches of ac-
ademic practice. Nevertheless, especially digital technologies have triggered 
the diagnosed mediatization boost significantly; so, in many ways, mediatiza-
tion goes along with digitization: Interpersonal communication in science is 
increasingly mediatized, for example through Internet-based videotelephony 
and virtual conferencing (e.g. Skype, Google Hangouts, Adobe Connect), but 
also interactive communication between humans and machines is more wide-
spread through the use of computers for data collection and analysis. Finally, 
scientists address the public directly and therefore become actors in the mass 
communication of scientific knowledge more and more often by publishing 
their articles in electronic journals or on their own website, by writing research 
blogs or by posting on Twitter or Facebook. Subsequently, academic practices 
change at different levels:

The review of the current state of research is less time consuming when scien-
tific publications are available and searchable in full-text due to digital databases. 

Research methods in the laboratory, the observatory or the field change 
as digital measuring instruments can record more exact, broader and higher 
volumes of data than before.

New research questions can be gone into, as more and more data are 
digitized (also retrospectively) and therefore come into question for a digitally 
automated statistical analysis.

Academic project management develops differently when scholars can 
communicate digitally independent of space and time strains and work togeth-
er on digital documents. 

The production and publication of academic texts is accelerated because the 
digital infrastructure of the Internet allows a self-determined publication at any time.

Since both science and other societal fields such as business, politics, but 
also religion and the everyday lifeworlds of the population are under the lasting 
influence of digitization and mediatization, similarities and overlaps can be ob-
served in certain areas of action and phenomena. This includes the requirement 
to handle complex data, whether it is empirical research data, statistics, public 
administration, business figures or, more generally, the perceived oversupply 
of (unverified) information through the Internet. Dealing with ‘big data’ (cf. 
Mayer-Schönberger/Cukier, 2013) engages a number of academic disciplines, 
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including some where previously procedures of statistical analysis only played 
a minor role. One of the major challenges is trying to fit the inevitable appreci-
ation of such procedures in the respective research logic.

2. Ambivalent data security 

Science needs sources. Science reviews, analyzes, summarizes, whether based 
on self-collected or secondary data, documents, images, sound or video re-
cordings. Without sources science would be nothing more than reasoning. The 
physical condition of sources in science befits a key role: If they exist on a ma-
terial medium, e.g. on paper or on magnetic tape, they have a limited availabil-
ity and are exposed to decay. Digital information technology provides a glim-
mer of hope for a solution in the fight against deterioration. So, the ‘Digital 
Age’ is also a ‘Digitization Age’ where retro-digitization of cultural heritage is 
high on the agenda (cf. Bachi et al., 2014). Preservation organisations assume 
the future of archiving in the digital encoding of material storage, i.e. binary 
strings without physical reference. The risk of obsolescence seems far less 
threatening when relying on high-performance digital technology compared 
to analog and physical preservation technologies instruments. More urgent is 
the issue of reliable long-term preservation, which culminates in the debate on 
the pros and cons of the digitization of analogously stored heritage since the 
advent of computerized information processing. What could be priorily expe-
rienced as a conglomerate of different cultural techniques with all their senses, 
is now a mere code consisting of two digits: the zero and one – the digital copy 
only as a temporary glow of transistors on a screen: the “flat, cold, glassy glare 
of a computer screen” (O’Sullivan, 2005: 70).

In addition, there is a plethora of ethical problems connected to digitiza-
tion when it comes to safeguarding the textual integrity of the data. Even if 
a deletion of digitized content is not readily possible, it can be manipulated 
imperceptibly through its underlying alphanumeric code. Not only the con-
version of data structures can automatically lead to a distortion of the original 
content by a repeated migration of digital data. It also increases the risk of 
criminal interference. A digitally stored document, if not write-protected, can 
be changed arbitrarily without the changes being replicable: no etchings, cuts 
or glue marks or other indications of editing can be found in a skillfully ma-
nipulated electronic document. The identification of digital traces is a research 
field of its own: IT forensics are specialized in detecting cases of manipulation 
to back up, analyze and work up data. However, even scholars who know how 
to deal with analog sources professionally do not necessarily have the required 
technical expertise and experience in handling digital sources (cf. for research 
on digital traces: van Baar/van Beek/van Eijk, 2014).
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In this respect, the inexperience in handling digital sources is a dangerous 
void in academic training, not only with regard to the verifiability of digital and 
digitized resources, but also with regard to the threat of data loss. Protecting 
one’s own research data is in most cases not subject of professional standards 
at universities. Whether electronic data can be legible after ten years or later 
depends not only on file formats, but also on the integrity of the storage and 
the awareness of constant migration of the data to new storage media. Hence, 
reliable measures for long-term archiving are regarded as one of the most im-
portant measures not only for digital public administration, but also for the sci-
ence sector (cf. APARSEN, 2015). Especially for protecting personal research 
data, the scientific community needs easy-to-use certified standards for digital 
preservation. Ultimately, access often goes above security, as in everyday work 
digitally stored sources seem to be potentially more comfortably accessible 
than analog sources; but often digital storage lacks data security, involving 
risks of manipulation and data loss. This applies to most of the research disci-
plines that work without direct working relations to computer science or infor-
mation and technology studies.

3. Sharing is caring

The ubiquitous demand for interdisciplinarity has gained steam through the 
current transformation processes (cf. Laužikas, 2009; Scanlon, 2011). The 
transfer of knowledge across disciplinary boundaries meets the strong ex-
pectations of the knowledge society: reliable knowledge production and the 
availability of knowledge as well as connections and cross-references in an in-
creasingly connected life. When interdisciplinarity means a demanded escape 
from narrow specialist perspectives, while respecting subject-specific skills 
and expertise, the main objective is to reach a more synergetic clarification of 
border issues and hybrid problems (cf. Katz/Martin, 1997). This claim is more 
than ever justified before the background of digitization as it offers an optimized 
working and communication framework, precisely because it needs a high degree 
of communication. The research cultures of the historically evolved specialized 
disciplines have to continue to conciliate their theoretical schools of thought, tra-
ditional definitions and methodological specifics with adjacent or wholly foreign 
research traditions productively (cf. Corley/Boardman/Bozeman, 2006).

The growing demands in terms of interdisciplinary cooperation, the de-
velopment of international research networks, and a more complicated mul-
ti-unit project management require an integrative oriented knowledge man-
agement which helps to optimize communicative, cognitive, institutional and 
organizational aspects of collaboration between the participating researchers 
(cf. Vasileiadou, 2012). This can be achieved by exploiting the advantages 
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of online communication and digital organisational tools. This involves inter 
alia overcoming communication problems, avoiding friction losses, reducing 
duplication, sharing research data to develop methods of analysis and evalua-
tion instruments collaboratively to organize meetings to coordinate public rela-
tions, etc. The digital infrastructure ergo favors the infrastructure requirements 
for multi-site collaborative research.

Overcoming spatially segregated science areas with digital information 
and communication technologies to the benefit of a transnationalization of 
research cultures (cf. Olson/Zimmerman/Bos, 2008) has, however, also in-
creased the pressure to communicate and publish in the English language. 
Anyone acting solely in their own language area (non-English), threatens to 
be – under certain circumstances – disconnected from relevant research dis-
courses. Those who overcome the language barrier have the opportunity to 
make contacts via the Internet in no time through the direct addressability of 
academic colleagues in their own field of research and to engage in conver-
sation. Formerly, this required a considerable effort and was mostly only fea-
sible, for example, at international conferences. The transnationalization of 
science, which was impelled by digitization, has at least the potential to make 
the academic exchange of opinions, ideas, data and knowledge overall more 
open and heterarchical – and thus strengthen young researchers. The popular 
phrase “Sharing is Caring” in this context is a signal sense of responsibility for 
the promotion of young researchers: Overt hierarchical structures in academia 
fade into the background to the benefit of a thematic and concept-centered ex-
change. So, research topics, research interests, and the originality of research 
achievements come to the fore as well as the talents of young researchers that 
can be assessed more fairly (cf. Arora, 2013; Esposito, 2013). This is primarily 
an opportunity for next generations of researchers who get the chance to pres-
ent their research more efficiently and to draw attention to it.

4. Communicate or perish

Communication barriers between science and the general public crumble, too. 
The overall benefit of science becomes tangible when research findings, be 
they theoretical knowledge or conclusions from empirical data, are distribut-
ed, appropriated and applied in different ways and in a variety of contexts in 
order to reach for an improvement of conditions or procedures. As much as 
university research is increasingly dependent on external funding, the demands 
on the social relevance and transparency of research – ascribed by different 
social groups – increases, as well as the demand that science should contribute 
to finding solutions for specific issues. In particular, applied research and in 
many parts contract research is subordinated directly under this purpose. Even 
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in basic research, an increased demand for explanations and development can 
be determined in relation to digitization. However, it remains basically con-
troversial whether science as a functional system should respond to claims of 
usefulness for concrete social problems or not. After all, science cannot only 
solve problems; it also creates new ones with its findings. 

Against the background of general participation efforts pursued in the 
context of digitization and mediatization processes, it seems natural that de-
liberative aspirations for the inclusion of citizens in social negotiation and de-
cision-making emerge. This involves all social fields and functional systems 
equally. As they are less technical obstacles in the communication between 
experts and citizens in politics or journalism: the dialogue between academics 
and the general public is now at best a matter of education levels, mediation 
and appropriation skills, and the willingness of all parties concerned to engage 
with each other. Such an infrastructure creates opportunities for participation, 
inclusion and transfer which were hardly feasible before.

Derived from the ironic motto ‘Publish or Perish’, which describes the 
pressure to publish in the scientific community to gain relevance for individual 
research, academic practice under the impact of digitization follows rather a 
mandate of ‘Communicate or Perish’, utilizing the broad variety of new phe-
nomena of academic communication, be it the sharing of empirical data, open 
publication, educational practices or engaging in social debates through the 
mass-media or directly with citizens on a personal blog or via social media: 
“it’s also about being open and opening up the world of knowledge and under-
standing, for as many people as possible.” (cf. Scanlon, 2014: 19)

For scholars, active participation and organization of social debates on 
the criteria and insights of scientific work are as important as the capability 
to tie in with academic discussions, if science is to be understood as a “public 
science” (Könneker/Lugger, 2013). In this respect, digitization has encouraged 
a trend that complements the “scientific ethos” (Spinner, 1985) with differenti-
ated requirements for a cooperative attitude to their own communication skills. 
A conception of this kind of attitude has been introduced by a loose association 
of so-called “Hard blogging Scientists” (www.hardbloggingscientists.de) who 
encounterd the digital sphere as an opportunity to use it for critical exchange 
of thoughts, ideas and approaches (cf. Sterling, 2007) in order to respond to 
societal debates, to feed back their research with social realities, and to provide 
insights also to lay persons in an understandalbe manner. Besides, many schol-
ars have internalized a similar spirit without necessarily following this specific 
initiative, and write blogs or communicate their thoughts and insights regularly 
to a broader public.

Currently, the new approachability of science rather finds its expression 
in the use of social media by scholars to communicate about their work. Glob-
ally, an increasing number of scientists communicate regularly via Twitter and 
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show especially how transnational and instantaneous academic discourses 
have become, also how radically the communicative conventions have altered 
at the interface between science and the general public with the potential to 
strengthen and expand the traditional educational mission of science: “Bil-
dung durch Wissenschaft” [Education through Science] (cf. Groppe, 2013) not 
only means an excellent education behind university walls, but also describes 
expectations of science policy and media for the presentation of science to the 
general public (cf. Peters, 2013). In this way, the idea of the unapproachable, 
introverted intellectual converts into an image of a communicative thinker who 
does not conduct research disconnected from society, but stands for progress of 
knowledge in the service of and in dialogue with the public.

It is not only obvious and overdue from a normative perspective that the 
widest possible public ought to be allowed an insight into the results of re-
search, but also into their motives, systems, methods and further backgrounds. 
In Germany, legal initiatives aim to increase the transparency of research 
projects financed by extramural funding sources by the timely availability of 
respective information – not especially limited to civil clauses and military 
research. According to these claims, universities should be obliged to pub-
lish data of third-party funded projects including the focus, duration, funding 
source and funding sum (cf. Naumann, 2013; Lehmann, 2015). This kind of 
full disclosure would have been quite unthinkable without the Internet.

It is becoming apparent that – connected to digitization – academic pub-
lishing will be turned upside down in the medium run: Not only that more sci-
entific publications than ever are available digitally and online, whether in the 
form of books, journal articles, research reports, lecture manuscripts or drafts 
– and not to forget that also students can publish their Master and Bachelor 
theses and even their seminar papers easily online, whereas in the pre-digital 
era a publishing house would rarely have agreed to do the same. Additionally, 
access to the collected scientific knowledge that has been previously preserved 
on library shelves and in magazines is being digitized bit by bit and becomes 
searchable in full-text online. Here, traditional academic publishing houses 
are no longer the only driving force, even corporations like Google distin-
guish themselves as potent service providers of science, whether concerning 
the retro-digitization of library holdings or as a directory and (personalized) 
citation manager for scientific publications of all kinds (cf. critically on the 
role of Google: Jeanneney, 2006).

An actual break is marked by Open Access and Open Science Initiatives 
(cf. Cribb/Sari, 2010) that are encouraged by scientists themselves and aim 
to overcome existing obstacles like high costs for access to scientific pub-
lications, making them freely available online. As an alternative, in many 
disciplines new free accessible online journals (open access journals) were 
launched. Their biggest challenge was and is to ensure the prevalence of qual-
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ity assurance procedures, most notably maintaining existing standards of sci-
entific assessment, which remains a major reputational factor for journals and 
authors. It is a not unusal but legally controversial practice for authors to post 
articles of their own that are already accepted by prestigious scientific journals 
on their private or institutional websites in order to increase the visibility of 
their research through unhindered access. For this, however, they have to deal 
with an ambiguous legal status and copyright agreements that most publishers 
demand (cf. Laakso, 2014). The regulation of citation practices by corporate 
interests seems – in this respect – often antiquated while expectations grow to ac-
cess cited texts immediately without any restrictions, as Patrick Dunleavy puts it:

“Referencing should instead be about directly connecting readers to the 
full text of your sources, ideally in a one-stop way. Using URL referencing of 
the kind I employ in this blog, or other innovative methods, readers should be 
able to go directly (in a single click and in real time) to the specific part of the 
full text of source that is being cited. In other words, modern referencing is not 
about pointing to some source details for books that cost a small fortune and 
are buried away in some library where the reader is not present; still less about 
pointing to source details for an article in a pay-wall journal to which readers 
do not have access. That is legacy referencing, designed solely to serve the 
interests of commercial publishers, and 90% irrelevant now to the scholarly 
enterprise. If that is the best that we can do in connecting readers to our source 
texts, then it will have to do. But let’s face it, it’s not much use in today’s 
world.” (Dunleavy, 2014)

The urge to make their own research widely accessible is a side effect of 
the changing criteria of scientific success through digitization. Online portals 
such as Academia, Kudos, Mendeley, or ResearchGate promise the necessary 
visibility of individual publication records and networking opportunities with 
the international research community, an important prerequisite to be read and 
get cited. For academic reputation management in the digital sphere, publi-
cations in leading scientific journals, so-called ‘A-journals’, continue to be a 
main criterion, but even more the way these articles can be accessed and taken 
up by other scholars. The individual figures in various citation indexes are not 
infrequently a decisive criterion in application processes. Not long ago, it was 
an extensive affair to determine the publication relevance of a researcher that 
could only be afforded by research institutions. Today, Google and Microsoft 
offer free instruments for researchers by means of which they can – with a few 
clicks – determine their personal impact factor based on citation indexes (cf. 
Butler, 2011).
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5. Copy and paste 

Teaching and learning are affected by digitization at least in a similar way as 
research and become a testing ground of new multimedia and interactive in-
novations: e-lectures, virtual guest lecturers, online learning platforms, mobile 
apps, intelligent tutoring software, and so on characterize the learning contexts 
of many students today. In everyday university life, time and space are no more 
categories that are mandatory prerequisites for successful learning. Although 
the problem of overcrowded classrooms is far from being a thing of the past, 
complementary e-learning offers an alternative to the overload problems in 
popular study programmes and more flexiblity for many students who strive 
for an arrangement of their studies, part-time job and family obligations.

Digitization is also responsible for a heated public debate on scientific rep-
utation: In Germany, plagiarism scandals that involved federal ministers and 
other high-ranking politicians and were accompanied by intensive mass-media 
coverage in recent years show indeed that the copy-and-paste method is not 
an invention of the digital age. However, the exposure of prominent cases of 
plagiarism has also shown how effectively academic writings have become 
falsifiable by non-scientific actors with the help of digital technologies. At In-
ternet portals such as “Vronigplag” or “Politplag”, academics and laypeople 
collect fragments of publications that are suspected to have been copied from 
other works without regard to scientific citation standards (cf. Weber-Wulff, 
2014). The quality management of doctoral supervision came under increased 
pressure to justify practices in light of this new corrective.

Whether academic practice needs an external “watchdog” (cf. Cooper, 
2006) or “Plagiarism Hunters” (cf. Wasley, 2006) to monitor its integrity is 
ultimately a question that has arisen out of digitization: It provided tools and 
platforms with which potentially anyone is able to practice scientific critique 
collaboratively and publicity. In teaching, plagiarism software has been used 
for years to check student essays and exam writings because here the dark side 
of digitization manifests itself regularly: Seminar papers are sometimes akin 
to patchwork texts, compiled from a potpourri of online publications. Here it 
becomes clear that while it is easy to compile fragments of other texts, it is not 
less difficult to unmask the compilation as such. The supposed ease of digital 
knowledge aggregation lures, but it leads to the risk of sloppiness or fraud. 
Another serious issue is the constituent misconception that all essential knowl-
edge is available online (and the library visit therefore pointless). This may not 
be a simple consequence of convenience, but possibly also an important side 
effect of a rapidly evolving digital culture of knowledge (cf. Rubin, 2007).

It remains a necessary and laborious cognitive process that digitization 
does not make thoroughness and reflectiveness in academic practice obsolete. 
Eventually, these examples also show mobilization potential that arises from 
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online interaction on academic matters. This should encourage to drive forth 
the discourse on scientific self-conception and its change under the influence 
of digitization – not exclusively in academic circles but in the midst of society.
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